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AN APPLICATION OF A FIXED POINT PRINCIPLE OF SADOVSKII 
TO DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ON THE REAL LINE 
Bogdan RZEPECKI 
Abstract: In this note we consider the existence of soluti-
ons for the differential equation x'= f(t,x) on the half-line 
t£0 via a fixed point theorem of Sadovskii. Here f is a continu-
ous function with values in a Banach space satisfying some regula-
rity condition expressed in terms of the measure of noncompaptness 
oo 
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Let 3 = tO,co), let E be a Banach space with norm II • II , and 
let f be an E-valued function defined on 3xE. Suppose f is conti-
nuous and If (t,x)H 4t 6(t, II x I ) for (t,x) £ 3xE, where the functi-
.on 6 is continuous on O K 3 and monotonically nondecreasing in the 
second variable. 
Let x IE. By (PC) we shall denote the problem of finding a 
solution of the differential equation 
x'= f(t,x) 
satisfying the initial condition x(0) = x . 
Using the fixed point theorem of Sadovskii (C61, Th. 3.4.3)we 
shall prove the existence of solutions of (PC) provided some regu-
larity condition expressed in terms of the Kuratowski measure of 
noncompactness oC . 
The measure of noncompactness cc(A) of a nonempty bounded 
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subset A of E is defined as the infimum of all e> >• 0 such that the-
re exists a finite covering of A by sets of diameter -6 & - For 
the properties of oo the reader is referred to £23 - L4}>C63. 
Denote by C(3,E) the family of all continuous functions from 
3 to E. The set C(3,E) will be considered as a vector space endowed 
with the topology of almost uniform convergence. Further we will 
use standard notations. The closure of a set A and its closed con-
vex hull be denoted, respectively, by A and conv A. For XcC(3,E) 
we denote by X(t) the set of all x(t) with x&X. 
Let SQQ be the set of all nonnegative real sequences. For u = 
= ( u ) , v = (v n)eS m we write u< v if u£v (that is, un& v_ for n n "*» n n 
n = 1,2,...) and u4-v. 
Let us state our fixed point theorem in the following form. 
Sadovskii s fixed point principle. Let Q be a closed convex 
subset of C(3,E). Let $ be a function which assigns to each non-
empty subset X of Q a sequence $(X)c S^ with the following pro-
perties: 
1° *ttx*uX) = $(X) for x€Q; 
2° _ $(c^rTv X) = $(X); 
3° if $(X) = & (the zero sequence) then X is compact. 
Assume that F:Q—*-Q is a continuous mapping satisfying 
#(FLX3) < $(X) for an arbitrary subset X of Q with $(X) > & 
Then F has a fixed point in Q. 
Our result reads as f o l l o w s . 
Theorem. Let 
oc(f[I>cX^)^sup 4L(t,oc(X)):t£li 
for any compact subset I of 3 and each bounded subset X of E, whe-
re E is a nonnegative function . Suppose that the scalar differen-
tial equation 
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g' = G(t,g), g(0) = \\xQ\\ 
has a solution g existing on 3. Assume in addition that L(t,0)50 
on 3, t l—• L(t,r) is continuous on 3 for each fixed r in 3, and 
( + ) sup { f t L ( s , r ) d s t t*dl<r 
J0 
for all r>0. 
Under the above hypotheses there exists a solution of (PC) 
such that 11 x(t)llt* gQ(t) for t6 3. 
Proof. Denote by Q the set of all xcC(3,E) such that 
lx(t)|*go(t) on 3, and Ix(t') - x(t")li £ I / f G(s,gQ))ds I 
for t',t" in 3. We define a continuous map F of Q into itself by 
(Fx)(t) = xrt + f* f(s,x(s))ds for xcC(3,E). o J0 
Let n be a positive integer and X a nonempty subset of Q. We 
prove that 
(*) sup oC(FU3(t))e6supn f
tL(s, sup oC(X(«)))ds. 
0£t£«l t€j J0 0 + *£in 
To this end, fix t in £0,nJ. Put Z = U { X( fif ) .0 «£ C 6 nl. 
Since s I—* L(s, oc(Z)) is uniformly continuous on C0,t], for any gi-
ven fe > 0 there exists a <f > 0 such that Is' - s" I <. <f with 
s',s"et0,t] implies lL(s',oC(Z)) - L(s",oc(Z)M < €, . Now, we di-
vide the interval [0,t3 into m parts t = 0<tT<...<rt - t in 
' o l m 
such a way that It. - t . , | <-" <f . Denote by I . (i = 1,2,...,m) 
the interval tt.pt.]; let s. be a point in I, such that 
L(s.,oc(Z))rL(s,oc(Z)) for s e l r 
For continuous vector valued functions the integral mean value 
fk> 




^oc(JE (ti-ti_1)c*onv«f(s,x(s)):S6 1^)) *£ 
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& X ( t . - t . .)oG(f£l.~ Z3)^ .S (t.-t- 1)L(s.,oo(Z)) £ 
Xx 1 1 1-1 1 -t, ̂  I 1 1-1 1 
^ X f U(s,oc(Z)) - L(s. ,oC(Z))|ds + .X. f L(s,o6(Z))ds< 
< £ t + f * L(s,oC(Z))ds. J0 
Since XVQ i is equicontinuous and bounded, ws can apply Lemma 2.2 
of Cll to get 
dC(FtXKt)) « et + ftL(s, sup cC(X(6T)))ds 
and our claim is proved. 
Define: 
6(X) = ( sup oC(X(t)), sup o6(X(t)),...) 
for any nonempty subset of Q. Evidently, tJ>(y)6Sw . By the corres-
ponding properties of oG the function $ satisfies the conditions 
1° - 3° listed above. From ( + ) and (* ) it follows that $(FLX3) < 
< $(X) whenever $(X) >-8* . Thus all assumptions of Sadovskii's 
Fixed Point Prinxiple are satisfied, F has a fixed point in Q and 
the proof is complete. 
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